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Count on Kinetic (Continued)



As the Kinetic +ber footprint continues to expand, more and 
more people can count on enjoying the bene+ts of gig speed 
delivered into their homes and businesses. A bold new graphic 
look refreshes the Count on Kinetic branding approach +rst 
launched in 2021.

Count on Kinetic

Sample Headlines
• Count on Kinetic for next-level gig speed.

• Count on Kinetic because privacy matters.

• Count on Kinetic because bragging rights matter.

• Count on Kinetic for greater speed and security.

• Count on Kinetic FTW.

• Count on Kinetic to rock your preso.



High-energy edit pace with motivating music. Open on scene 
of couple binge-watching a show; Quick cuts to family laughing 
with someone on tablet; At-home worker on collaborative 
screen; Student with online instructor.

Announcer VO: Count on Kinetic to deliver internet speed that 
entertains you; connects you; motivates you; … inspires you.

Cut to family movie night; Cut to gamers battling; Cut to 
workers in vid conference; Cut to Kinetic technician installing 
outside. 

VO: Count on ultra-fast internet – with speeds up to one gig –
that’s built for streaming; … for gaming.  Built to work; … and 
built for you. 

Cut INT to customer with van visible thru window as same tech 
explains a remote (MyKinetic portal) to customer. 

VO: We’ve made that commitment: a massive investment in a 
network built on Cber – a network – a connection, and people, 
you can count on now and far into the future … to keep on 
innovating.
Count on Kinetic.

Consumer : 30
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Digital Sample

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sqvZkA26CF74rCED0aoFIKnYh1YBd48DbdL-9hPVjrc/edit?usp=sharing
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So friGIGing Fast



GIG speed from Kinetic is so fast we had to hijack an expletive and make it our 
own just to describe how amazing this internet service is. It’s that exciting. And 
we’ll show the user’s shock in a variety of image/headline combinations. 
We'll cover the shocking speed that home users get and the mind-blowing 
security that business users get thanks to Kinetic's industry-leading expertise and 
security products.

So friGIGing fast

Sample Headlines
• So fast you won’t friGIGing believe it.

• Internet speed you won’t friGIGing believe.

• UnfriGIGing-believable internet speed.

• The friGIGing future of internet is here.

• Stream until your friGIGing snacks run out.

• Speed that will blow your friGIGing mind.

• Speed + security. The best of both frigGIGing worlds.

• Business never moved so friGIGing fast before.



Open on a late 20s African American guy in a trendy living room. A laptop sits 
on the coffee table and he’s holding a gaming controller.

He looks shocked. Begin an extreme slow-moCon zoom in on his face.

Nature show-style female voiceover:
Observe the new Kine9c GIG speed internet customer.

ConCnue slow-moCon zoom. He drops his controller in shock on the coffee 
table and knocks a few things over.
VO:
Kine9c’s fastest-ever secure internet speeds of up to one GIG are so fast he 
can’t friGIGing believe it.

His controller Cps over a drink and it splashes in slow moCon.
VO:
Binging, browsing, working and gaming, all at the speed of 1 GIG per second.

ReacCng to the clang from the coffee table, his cat jumps across the frame in 
slow moCon.
VO:
No contracts.
No speed throFling
All best-in-class security.

Consumer : 30



ConCnue slow moCon zoom.

Guy in shocked amazement in deep slow-mo9on-style voice:
Fast as a motherfiber.

Voiceover echoes him:
Fast as a friGIGing motherfiber indeed.

Visit Go Kine9c dot com for details. Terms and condi9ons apply.

Consumer : 30 (continued)
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Digital Sample

http://creative.mhpteamsi.com/bhn3yjpuo/
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Keeping up with the Kinetics



The KineCcs are a modern, aspiraConal family that live a fast-paced 
life that leads to spectacular results – literally. The cause of all this is 
their life-changing GIG speed KineCc internet service. Now they don’t 
just use the internet. They are mulCtasking masters of online tasks and 
content creaCon, all with a secure network and peace of mind. As a 
result, they have equally fast-paced speed in the real world.

Keeping up with the Kinetics

Sample Headlines
Live life in the KineCc lane

Live life at GIG speed

Be a KineCc – live life at fast forward

Unleash your KineCc side

Keep up with KineCc Business



Open on the dad in the garage seRng up a webcam to broadcast his 
CrossFit class. He gets set and does a ton of reps of different 
exercises. View switches to the laptop where the students are 
standing sCll, looking baffled about how to keep up.
VO:
Meet the Kine9cs. AMer geNng one GIG per second speed internet, 
they don’t just binge-watch, livestream, game and work securely at 
GIG speed.

Camera races to a young boy's room. He’s recording a toy unboxing 
video and slowly raises the lid of a box before his hands race through 
the contents, quickly holding up items to the camera and puRng each 
piece to the side.

VO:
They live at GIG speed. And they do it all with no contracts, no data 
throFling and no data caps.

Consumer :30



Camera races to the downstairs living room. A teen girl is gaming. Her fingers 
race across the controller and she quickly jumps up and does a victory 
dance. The TV screen blinks ‘Huh? That's impossible.’
VO:
Now everyone’s racing to Keep Up with the Kine9cs.

Camera races to the study where the mom is working online surrounded by 
monitors. Her fingers fly across the keyboard and click the mouse super-fast.

VO:
Are you ready to Keep Up with the Kine9cs? Visit Go Kine9c dot com. Terms 
and condi9ons apply.

Close on KineCc logo.

Using this script as an introduc9on to the characters, we can create four 
addi9onal videos. Each will focus on a different character and the benefits 
that the service offers them.

Consumer :30 (continued)
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Digital Sample

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1m5hin1mxlLnprybdzQMATDInMpvl20x_itUXblEOSuU/edit?usp=sharing
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❤your internet



When you have a bad connection – slow speed, 
lagging games, freezing video – life is horrible 
and frustrating and work doesn't get done, 
movie nights are ruined, you lose touch with the 
world – and question your sense of security.

People don't like dealing with problem 
relationships with their internet (or their internet 
providers). But +ber-backed Kinetic internet will 
make you believe in love again. With speeds up 
to 1 gig, security, reliability.... and a great deal, 
you’ll fall in love faster than ever before. 

So, make up with your internet by making 
a love connection with Kinetic.

❤ your internet



Slow-motion, soft-focus shots of happy lovesick person hugging and 
admiring their device. Person has a background drop inspired by 
Kinetic brand colors. Heart has beating animation

Woman hugging laptop on orange background.
Super: ❤ speeds up to 1 Gig.

Cut to CU of woman’s face
Super: ❤ a reliable 6ber-backed network. 

Cut to woman holding laptop at a distance, smiling and admiring it
Super: ❤ advanced security.

Cut to woman holding laptop against cheek
Super: ❤ your internet.

Animated offer with Voiceover:
Fall in love with Gig Speed
FREE for 1 Month

LOGO: Kinetic
URL: GoKinetic.com

VO: Kinetic. Love your internet.

Consumer :15
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Digital Sample

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13EY9jy6fyiQF4TApDkmNgLMISfWW14YKT5Gl5U7IFdc/edit
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Inside & Out



For consumers and business alike, technology has become more 
and more interconnected with all aspects of life – and with Kinetic, 
the Internet of Things (IoT) is now the Everything of Things (EoT). 
The same connection that provides speed and reliability may also 
introduce unwanted elements into your network, so the need for 
security leaps to the forefront in importance and is interwoven with 
speed and reliability into all messaging... Inside and out.

Inside & Out

Sample Headlines
• Everything is connected. Kinetic means security inside and out.

• Connect Quickly and Con+dently. Kinetic means speed inside and out.

• Surround yourself with serenity. Kinetic means con+dence inside and out.

• KB: When everything’s connected, security matters. Kinetic means 

business inside and out.



Open on a woman siRng on her couch in a modern, well-
appointed home. As the camera pulls back the KineCc logo 
(superimposed) encircles her as she is shopping online and 
embraces her surroundings. 

VO: Your home is connected in ways you may never consider

Series of cuts to other scenes (in other homes) checking 
smart thermostat as the logo pulses on the wall behind it, 
cuts to individual smart tech elements in use elsewhere.

VO: Every day, smart TVs, wi-fi connected appliances, and 
virtual assistants join your network to keep your digital home 
connected. 

Consumer :30



Cut to couple in their living room.
VO: A high-speed connec9on from Kine9c makes it all run smoothly. And with 
Kine9c Secure Home and Kine9c Secure on duty, day in, and day out, Kine9c 
connects and protects the everything of things in your whole, wide digital world. 

Consumer :30 (continued)
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Digital Sample

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OX3hkUa5wkp0HG7YMpWS0y0BbakjvNx0DZ3Nkg-PU5Q/edit?usp=sharing
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Thank You.
Go Kinetic!


